
Date Tuesday 2 April 2019  

Time 4.30pm 

Location Board Room, Peterborough Regional College 

Present Ian Jackson (Chair), Brian Redshaw, Rod Allerton, Mark Haydon, Alan Crawford, 
Professor Sir Les Ebdon CBE DL, Michael Rabbett, Rachel Nicholls (Acting 
Principal), Roy Bird (Staff), Tony Warner (Staff) 

 

In attendance Peter Walker (Vice Principal, Corporate Services) 

Greg Hanrahan (Managing Director, Business Services) 

Julian Kirkpatrick (Assistant Principal Curriculum) 

Angela O’Reilly (Acting Assistant Principal Quality) 

Joanne Rotondo (Director of Governance) 

 

Apologies 

 

Nigel Barber, Dr Mary Kiernan, Andrew Gillard, Sabeela Murad (SU President), and 
Nicola Shawe 

       

Decisions taken at the Corporation Board meeting held on 2 April 2019 

Ref Decisions 

B45/18 
Para 115 

Minutes of the meeting held on 4 February 2019 were approved and signed 

B52/18 
Para 139 

The governance evaluation and appraisal process to commence in the 
2018/19 academic year was approved. 

B52/18 
Para 141 

The AoC Colleges Senior Post Holder Remuneration Code was adopted. 

B52/18 
Para 143 

The audit of compliance with the AoC Code of Good Governance for 
English Colleges was approved and agreement to review annually. 

B55/18 
Para 148 

The schedule of dates for 2019/20 was approved. 

 

Actions arising from the Corporation Board meeting held on 2 April 2019 

Ref Actions 

B46/18 
Para 123 

RN to produce a paper for the next meeting relating to the College 
Oversight Support and Intervention document. 

B56/18 
Para 150 

An update on outcomes from UCP meetings held to be provided to 
governors after which a decision on next steps can be made. 

 

B43/18  Welcome and Apologies  

113. Apologies were as noted above. 

 

B44/18  Declarations of Interest 

114. Declarations of Interest were as noted on the agenda. 

 

B45/18  Minutes of the previous Board meeting (4 February 2019) & actions Arising 
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115. Minutes of the meeting held on 4 February 2019 were approved and signed. 

116. All actions confirmed completed. 

 

B46/18  Principal’s Report 

117. A report was provided with a number of appendices attached; the final report from FEC 

diagnostic assessment, the Getting to Good Strategy, and the recently received ESFA 

financial health letter and dashboard.  

118. All requested amendments to the FEC diagnostic report were made which is positive. 

Action plan included in papers which addresses those actions. 

119. Getting to Good Strategy; all staff to receive a copy at the staff meeting and posters will 

be put up in all classrooms and staff rooms. 

120. Update on UCP added to agenda. 

121. Governor advocacy was discussed and some suggestion provided around key 

messages that can be used in the professional capacities of governors to promote PRC. 

122. Funding allocations 2019/20 were noted. 

 Governors asked if this was considered a good result; what the College had 

asked for was approved in full. PRC has to make a matched contribution of 

25%.   

123. A document was published yesterday called College Oversight Support and Intervention 

which is a one stop document on the back of the insolvency regime that strengthens 

what they call the college oversight regime. This has been uploaded to Board 

Intelligence for all governors to read. RN to produce a paper for the next Board meeting. 

124. A redacted version of the FEC report has been shared with CLG but RN is not intending 

to share this more widely other than the recommendations. 

125. NARTs; data was published on Thursday and has not been shared previously with 

governors prior to this year. This data is in the public domain and is published around 

this time every year, reporting on the previous years’ data and ranking providers against 

each other. It is really important that some of these key measures are understood as it 

shows visually where PRC sits in terms of ranking.  

126. RN prepared extracts to compare PRC against local colleges known to be doing very 

well to give an indicator of where PRC sits. Appendix 1 relates to apprenticeship 

provision and there is a positive story to tell about improvements in achievements 

which are above national average, but whilst results improved slightly for timely 

achievement they are still below national average. Appendix 2 shows FE provision 

performance rankings within the four tables considered most relevant. These are red 

rated because PRC is below national average. The total number of colleges has shrunk 

due to mergers and those missing almost certainly had quality issues resulting in 

mergers. 

127. English and maths provision is a highlight for the College and something to be proud of. 

Against a backdrop of poor vocational education this is an excellent result. 

128. RN plans to share NARTs with staff in a sensitive way to galvanise and get momentum 

behind the direction of travel; it is important they understand where PRC ranks in the 

league tables and how we can take collective responsibility. There must be some 

context for staff. The detailed focus on each area that the CAR is providing is drawing 

out comments and actions not seen before.  

 Governors asked what English and maths are doing that other areas are not; it 

is interesting that English and maths are adding to the performance of other 

faculty areas and gives an indication of how poor performance in some areas is. 
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English and maths has a very strong leader who is clear about what needs to be 

done and how, giving clear instruction, and the team is also quite established. 

He is now working with other Heads of Faculty to share best practice.  

 

B47/18  Governor KPI Dashboard  

129. March 2019 update provided; a column indicating the applications position last year as 

a comparison has been added as requested at the last meeting. There is known under-

recruitment this year which is a challenge; MIS are working through the data as there 

may be a glitch in the report meaning the number may not be quite so significant, but at 

best it is estimated that applications are around 250 short.  

 Governors noted a trend of PRC students being late bookers, but acknowledged 

the catchphrase that the weather sets in early; if the College is down on early 

recruitment then it will likely be down on late recruitment too as whatever has 

caused the drop may also affect latecomers. Ofsted could also impact 

recruitment. A lot of work is being done around new internal progression routes 

via a web-based, interactive and intuitive system that can be accessed on 

mobile phones and will trigger the steps according to what the student wants. 

 Governors asked if attendance at 85% is likely to be the final outcome; it was 

confirmed that this is likely as it is now too late in the year to pull it up much 

more. RN has requested week by week analysis from January to Easter this 

year compared to last, hopeful that it will show some improvement this year. 

 All VHL staff are on the College books with zero hours contracts, not on an 

agency as many other colleges operate, so this skews turnover figures slightly. 

 Governors noted that they have long been told at meetings that the College is 

moving away from long and thin curriculum to a more semester-based approach 

and asked how they will know when it is achieved/what they should be looking 

for to know it has happened; the PULSE process will show this as the report is 

designed to work when the courses are short and fat – if it records No Grade it 

is as a result of students not having completed a unit because as soon as a unit 

is completed the report indicates progress. It is within the College gift to 

structure curriculum appropriately as part of curriculum planning. 

 Governors queried whether the reported £450k saving is due to efficiencies in 

curriculum or vacancies; the budget is set at the start of year based on expected 

numbers but is then reviewed against actual numbers and savings are identified 

and made. Some of the saving will be due to vacancies and a large part relates 

to CDF funds not spent. Numbers of groups have been reduced where possible, 

enabling a reduction in VHL hours. Staffing costs are now 69% of income 

against a target of 65%; there has been in-year progress, reducing from 72%. 

The YE forecast this year is 68% and a budget for next year that delivers 65% 

or below needs to be set.  

 MTG is currently at 50% against target of 80% which is an ambitious target for a 

variety of reasons. The PULSE process is completely new to the College and 

credit was given to staff as they have really responded well to the introduction of 

the process and they can see real value in it.  

 

B48/18  Operational Action Plan – FEC/Ofsted Recommendations  

130. This was shared previously at the Strategic Development Session but is included in the 

pack as an opportunity to look at it in more detail. It is an operational document 
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providing some real progress measures and will go to C&Q each meeting, and also to 

Board if they wish. It was agreed that the document be brought to Board for monitoring. 

 Governors noted that there were no dates attached to the actions; it all needs to 

be worked on at pace and must be completed prior to inspection. Many of the 

red rated actions are post Ofsted which is positive; after inspection the College 

will have to have a very detailed action plan which will supersede this document 

 

B49/18  Current Performance by faculty/Curriculum Area  

131. Two key reports to focus on were explained; global data and retention report showing 

how they are tracked weekly. Improvements can be shown since the start of term. The 

overall KPI for attendance across college is set at 87% which is not very high but is felt 

to be realistic; Ofsted would like to see 92%. There is still hope for further improvement 

but it will be a tall order. Retention was at 91.9% which is broadly in line with the year-

end target.     

 Governors asked if it is known whether learners joining the College are at 

national standard or if we are inheriting problem from schools; school 

performance is lower than some areas but not to an extent that explains the 

College performance. Other colleges that experience similar issues are doing 

very well because colleges have ability to put students on the right course that 

is more suitable to them than GCSEs so then there is no reason students 

cannot achieve. RN counselled strongly against blaming students. 

 Governors queried if the College is then using a satisfactory process to ensure 

that learners are being put on the right course; the interview processes are 

currently being reviewed but there is nothing standing out that says otherwise. 

There are pockets of learners on certain courses in certain areas but nothing 

significant. 

 It was asked whether when Ofsted come in there will be evidence available of 

tracking where achievement is expected to outturn; this exercise is underway. 

There is a historic picture of inaccurate predictions at course level and faculty 

levels. JK is working closely with AOR to correlate predictions with attendance, 

retention figures and PULSE data and they will be doing the triangulation over 

the next few weeks. JK is working with CLs as well as HoFs to ensure that 

predictions stack up and messages are the same throughout levels. Three 

cycles of the process will be completed before the Ofsted visit 

 Governors noted that through the Governor Link Scheme they are now able to 

use the global data provided at Board to begin discussions with their link 

contacts to work together and move forward to improve learner outcomes.  

 Governors questioned any major reasons known for non-attendance; there is a 

mix of reasons reported, including issues with timetables not working for 

students which were voiced through student rep meetings. JK is working with 

HoFs to ensure timetables are well constructed and student friendly. There are 

also some bad habits that have developed as a result of not all lessons being 

covered at the start of the year due to staffing challenges; in some areas the 

experience still is not good enough and therefore it is not motivating learners to 

want to attend, but this is all within our control and can be improved upon. There 

are likely still other issues around caring roles, jobs etc. which are more difficult 

to tackle. Staff are looking at all of the different aspects and taking on Student 

Voice feedback, etc. The pastoral element of a good course leader having high 
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aspirations, and then following up with actions when things fall short is really 

important to get right going forward. RN is encouraging supportive interventions 

to help the learner rather than using punitive measures as it was historically. 

 There is a need to deliver more online learning as this can be much more 

engaging and if a student cannot get in to the College, they can still engage with 

the work and get it marked.  

 

B50/18  Quality Improvement Strategies Update 

132. Papers from Quality have already been through C&Q and are brought to Board to give 

some assurance around some of the quality processes initiated, progress to date, and 

some assurance regarding the kind of data and approaches that will be shared with 

Ofsted. These systems help teachers track and monitor the progress of their students. 

 Governors noted that this was useful for Board to receive, to ensure they have an 

understanding of the approaches and progress, and an opportunity to ask questions. 

 Curriculum models were explained and the challenges which will be addressed 

through curriculum planning going forward were outlined. 

 Students have access to their target grades and progress through the student portal. 

Only have access to their own grades, not other students. 

133. CAR Process was outlined and schedule shared. The first CAR is complete and 

gradings were provided. The reports then go to a moderation panel. A flavour of 

feedback from staff and students from the Carpentry CAR was shared. The process so 

far has been well received by staff and anonymous feedback is now being received 

through the use of a mini survey via Google Forms. Governors will be invited to attend 

moderation panels for their link areas as and when they are scheduled. 

134. TLA Developmental Model is very much about working with teachers to own their own 

progress. They may want to try something new and take a risk; innovation is the way we 

move forward. This involves pre-dialogue, observation and then post-observation 

discussion which is as much about what staff have to say about the observation as it is 

about the observers comments – including the staff member in the process to get their 

buy in. Learning Walk activity was highlighted which gives a feel of what is going on in 

classrooms is carried out by both Quality Leads and HoFs so that they have a feel for 

the TLA in their own faculty. 

 

B51/18  Finance & Funding Update  

135. Context of last year was given and the report presented, noting that this relates just to 

the College; subsidiary and group forecasts are contained in papers on Board 

Intelligence which are accessible to all. 

136. The schedule of movements in forecast between Q1 and Q2 were outlined which 

summarises how the deficit is now forecasted to be £96k. Sensitivities were highlighted 

which could still go either way. The £500k for the UCP transition project is just the 

revenue element of the £1.5m investment, with the remaining £1m being capital. 

137. Future budget considerations; a full budget has not yet been drafted as curriculum 

planning work is still ongoing but significant factors which will impact next year have 

been looked at and were summarised, including a reduction in 16-18 funding of £720k 

as the College has failed to recruit to target 16-18 numbers for this year. Funding is 

granted in arrears which could mean an impact of £1m for the following year. Potential 

variances were outlined, noting that the £196k variance for UCP may be substantially 

more. UCP are trying to reduce hours on programmes but not to such an extent that it 
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would impact on quality. The PRC surplus of £68k and group surplus of £308 in the 

forecast would represent a 1.2% surplus but there are a number of assumptions within 

there and this will be further refined for the June meeting of F&GP. Attention was drawn 

to the fact that there are a number of variables, and it was noted that there is no 

provision here for a further pay rise next year, therefore a steer is required from the 

Board as to whether or not to build this in. PRC received criticism from the FEC team 

during the diagnostic visit for awarding a pay rise that had not been budgeted for; it 

would be prudent therefore to budget for it now and remove it later if appropriate, rather 

than the other way around. Governors suggested that pay awards be tied to recruitment 

figures so staff know that a potential pay rise directly links to recruitment activity. 

 The use of subcontractors to meet local needs was explained. Any 

subcontracting we undertake is about meeting the needs of local community 

through high quality subcontractor provision to give learners a great experience 

in terms of provision where we could otherwise not deliver it.  

 

B52/18  Governance & Search Update   

138. Papers were presented outlining a proposal recommended by G&S Committee to the 

Corporation Board for approval for a robust framework for the systematic evaluation of 

governance made up of a number of processes which support and complement each 

other in their outcomes. This is an area previously not well executed. By undertaking 

this cycle of activity throughout the academic year the Board will be equipped with a rich 

source of data to assist in compiling the annual self-assessment of governance and to 

identify development needs.  

139. The Board approved the appraisal process to commence in the 2018/19 academic 

year. 

140. The most recent update to the AoC Code of Good Governance for English Colleges in 

relation to senior post holder remuneration was summarised and was recommended to 

the Board for adoption by the G&S Committee. 

141. The Board adopted the AoC Colleges Senior Post Holder Remuneration Code. 

142. The revised and up to date audit of the College’s compliance with the AoC Code of 

Good Governance for English Colleges and the resultant action plan was presented and 

recommended to the Board for approval by the G&S Committee. 

143. The Board approved the audit of compliance with the AoC Code of Good Governance 

and associated action plan and agreed that the audit be reviewed annually. 

 

B53/18  Insolvency Regime Briefing 

144. A new piece of legislation was introduced in January to the effect that failing colleges 

will not be bailed out by the ESFA but will instead be put into insolvency which is a 

significant change. The top risks were outlined. This has made banks nervous of 

lending to the sector since they had previously always assumed that colleges would be 

bailed out. The College financial health is currently Good. Effectively the government 

now sees colleges as independent businesses. 

145. The full guidance was also provided, noting governors’ responsibilities. The College 

does have governor indemnity insurance of £1m to cover any claim. There is no legal 

protection for governors who have acted illegally, dishonestly or recklessly.  

 

B54/18  Risk Management Update 
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146. The Risk Register was provided and attention was drawn to risks considered recently; 

FE Commissioner intervenes – the College is working with the FEC team on the SPA 

and is talking to Ofsted but if a grade 4 was given then the College would go into 

intervention; cessation of university project funding which is a risk that has now 

crystallised as funding has been withdrawn with a possibility to bid to get it back in 

November; risk of being left without a Principal or that a merger goes ahead and is not 

successful which needs to be separated out into two risks at the next RMG since the 

Principal issue has been reduced due to the extended tenure of RN until next Easter; 

devolution added in relation to the AEB budget being devolved to the Combined 

Authority, which GH is monitoring. 

 Governors noted that there are so many risks listed as red that one cannot see 

the wood for the trees. PW noted that this is a report of primary risks only, not 

the whole risk register therefore these are only the red rated, not all risks. 

Monthly RMG meetings are now held for managers to go through the risks.  

 Governors stated that if there are so many reds after controls are applied then 

that is a problem; PW noted that there is a reduction in scoring so the controls 

are reducing the risk. Governors felt that this indicates that managers are not 

assessing the controls as effective because there is no movement between 

inherent and residual risk yet there is not considered to be any massive control 

weakness. The College appears to be always improving the control environment 

but is not seeing improvements on the Risk Register. For example, Health and 

Safety is acknowledged as a serious risk, but the Board do not feel that it is not 

adequately controlled and therefore question it being a primary risk. Whilst 

some reds after controls would be expected, governors are not convinced that 

there should be pages of them after controls are applied, unless the controls are 

so affected by external influences. It was noted that this could be as a 

consequence of the state of sector in a time where lots of things are being done 

to colleges that we do not have control over; the number of colleges in the 

sector has contracted by about 10% in one year which shows there is risk 

exposure present. 

 It was agreed that this would be revisited at Audit Committee to talk about it in 

more detail. It was suggested that the number of primary risks is not massively 

out of kilter with other colleges in the sector and if, despite robust controls in 

place, the College still wants to focus on and monitor these risks then that is 

justifiable.  

 Insolvency is referenced on the Risk Register but is not a primary risk. 

 

B55/18  Corporation & Committee Meeting Schedule for 2019/20 

147. Calendar dates for diaries were presented noting where there are variations to previous 

years. 

148. The Board approved the schedule of dates for 2019/20. 

 

B56/18  UCP 

149. An update was provided as per the paper.  

 The question was posed as to whether or not the NDAP application should be 

submitted; the feeling of the Board at the last meeting was that it strengthened 

PRC/UCPs hand. The immediate and pressing need now is to secure the future 

for the students; students pay fees and cannot be disadvantaged because of 
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power politics and LE will make the case strongly as such that ARU have an 

obligation in this regard. LE is confident another validating partner could be 

found, the only issue will be how they would take on the risk of taking on 

courses validated by someone else. As far as shared services concerned, ARU 

are obligated to their students in UCP so LE cannot see why they could not 

extend services to new students on validated programmes. For NDAP to 

proceed, certain amounts of data are required which ARU are collecting from 

the students anyway, it is just not separated out currently but again this is not 

considered to be a major task, rather just a case of entering a location identifier 

for which PRC would pay them so it should not be a practical problem for them. 

LE maintains that he believes the quickest route to establishing an independent 

University of Peterborough is through the work of UCP with PRC as a sponsor; 

LE does not see how another university coming into Peterborough to sponsor 

the project leads to the independent outcome which was the stated ambition. 

 It was noted that there is a feeling of being manoeuvred out of the project, 

particularly with the use of language such as “game changer” and therefore 

governors must be prudent as any decisions made could be extremely costly.  

 The meetings arranged will inform quite a lot regarding where we are with the 

JV, validation and shared services, etc. The ideal scenario is still to go for 

NDAPs and take control of the asset but whether that is affordable is another 

matter. The Board are at this stage still inclined to want to exit the JV but with 

some sort of shared services and franchise/validation agreement in place, 

otherwise to look for a new partner and proceed with procurement of systems 

but with a scaling back on costs of systems and staffing. A perfect storm could 

situation cause real problems. 

 It was noted that the agreement to ceasing the JV has not yet been signed; how 

ARU can exit or the required notice to be given needs to be looked into prior to 

the meeting. A meeting is also arranged with the CPCA to discuss termination 

costs on the basis of short notice of the withdrawal of funding for posts and 

some pressure will be exerted here to try to secure some more funding for this.  

 LE still considers that submitting the NDAP application should be an aim.  

 Managing the message with staff is crucial; PRC is proceeding with prudence 

since HE provision is an important aspect of the College and its income.  

 The possibility of finding any alternative capital funding was discussed but most 

investors like to buy universities with DAPs already in place and take them over, 

for example BPP, University of Law, etc. 

150. An update is to be provided to governors following the scheduled meetings after which 

a decision on the next steps can be made. Regular contact will be maintained with LE 

and IJ as things develop. LE was thanked for his for support which has been invaluable. 

 

B57/18  Date of Next Meeting: Strategic Away Day – Tuesday 11 June 2019 

151. There being no other business, the meeting was declared closed at 19:15pm. 

 

Signed  ………………………… 

 

 

Date  ………………………… 
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